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Abstract
Code pre-trained models (CodePTMs) have recently demonstrated a solid capacity to process various code
intelligence tasks, e.g., code clone detection, code translation, and code summarization. The current mainstream
method that deploys these models to downstream tasks is to fine-tune them on individual tasks, which is generally
costly and needs sufficient data for large models. To tackle the issue, in this paper, we present TransCoder, a unified
Transferable fine-tuning strategy for Code representation learning. Inspired by human inherent skills of knowledge
generalization, TransCoder drives the model to learn better code-related knowledge like human programmers.
Specifically, we employ a tunable prefix encoder to first capture cross-task and cross-language transferable knowledge,
subsequently applying the acquired knowledge for optimized downstream adaptation. Besides, our approach confers
benefits for tasks with minor training sample sizes and languages with smaller corpora, underscoring versatility
and efficacy. Extensive experiments conducted on representative benchmarks clearly demonstrate that our method
can lead to superior performance on various code-related tasks and encourage mutual reinforcement, especially in
low-resource scenarios. Our codes are available at https://github.com/QiushiSun/TransCoder.
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1. Introduction

With the remarkable success pre-trained language
models (Devlin et al., 2019; Radford et al., 2019;
Liu et al., 2019; Raffel et al., 2020; Qiu et al., 2020,
inter alia) have achieved in natural language pro-
cessing (NLP), leveraging pre-training strategies
has gradually become the de-facto paradigm for
neural code intelligence. Under the assumption
of “Software Naturalness” (Hindle et al., 2016), re-
searchers have proposed several code pre-trained
models (CodePTMs; Feng et al., 2020; Xu and
Zhu, 2022; Xu et al., 2022; Nijkamp et al., 2023b,a)
, which utilize unsupervised objectives in the pre-
training stage and are fine-tuned on downstream
tasks. These CodePTMs have shown great capac-
ity in code understanding (Mou et al., 2016; Sva-
jlenko et al., 2014) and code generation (Nguyen
et al., 2015; Husain et al., 2019). The applications
of code intelligence in real-world scenarios can be
mainly divided into two dimensions: languages and
tasks; when adapting these powerful CodePTMs to
downstream tasks of code representation learning,
each model requires to be tuned on a specific task
in a particular language. This faces challenges that
include data insufficiency and imbalance.

To address this kind of problem, the idea of meta-
learning has been widely adopted for model adap-
tation (Finn et al., 2017; Jamal and Qi, 2019; Ra-
jasegaran et al., 2020). Wang et al. (2021a) em-
ploys a multitask meta-knowledge acquisition strat-
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egy to train a meta-learner that can capture cross-
task transferable knowledge from a series of NLP
tasks. Nevertheless, the challenge escalates when
migrating this approach to the realm of code repre-
sentation, especially in the “Big Code” era (Allama-
nis et al., 2018). The complicated scenario, marked
by multiple task types and a myriad of programming
languages (PLs), renders the direct application of
prior NLP methodologies suboptimal (Phan et al.,
2021). In light of these complexities, utilizing the
idea of a “meta-leaner” for various forms of knowl-
edge transfer appears to be promising in the field of
code intelligence. Therefore, a research question
naturally arises: Can we develop a unified learn-
ing framework for CodePTMs that captures trans-
ferable knowledge across both code-related tasks
and programming languages to enhance the code
representation learning?

As a programmer, learning trajectories of hu-
mans have told us that: the experience of per-
forming multiple code-related tasks (e.g., debug-
ging, writing docs) or learning various PLs (e.g.,
C, Python) should not cancel each other out but
be able to reinforce each other. The insights and
skills gleaned from one language create a founda-
tional understanding that eases the learning curve
for subsequently encountered languages operating
on similar principles. As a programmer masters
more PLs, it becomes progressively attainable to
pick up the next one. These are the innate human
capability of knowledge generalization.

Drawing upon the human capabilities outlined

https://github.com/QiushiSun/TransCoder
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Defect

# Python Code
def Fibonacci(n):
 if n == 0:
  return 0
 elif n in [1,2]: return 1
  return Fibonacci(n-1) + Fibonacci(n-2)

# Python Code:
def Fibonacci_Number(index):     
            
 arr = [0]*(index+1)
 arr[0] = 0
 arr[1] = 1
 arr[2] = 1
 for i in range(3, index+1):
  arr[i] = arr[i-1] + arr[i-2]
 return arr[index]

// Java Code:
public int fibonacci(int n) {
    if (n == 0) {
        return 0;
    } else if (n = 1) {
        return 1;
    } else {
        return fibonacci(n - 1) +
fibonacci(n - 2);
    }
}

Doc: Return the Fibonacci number.

Code Translation

Code Summarization

Code Clone Detection

Code Defect Detection

(a) Cross-task code representation learning

Adequate Average Limited

(b) Cross-language code representation learning

Figure 1: (a) A CodePTM (e.g., CodeT5, PLBART) will learn through a series of code-related tasks such as
code summarization and clone detection in the learning process, in order to acquire cross-task knowledge
of code representation. (b) In the currently available code corpora (both bimodal and unimodal data),
there is an imbalance between different PLs. Nonetheless, different languages share similar programming
principles so that they can “support” each other through the models’ learning cross-language knowledge.

previously (Zhu et al., 2022), this work proposes
TransCoder, a unified transferable code represen-
tation learning framework. In particular, Figure 1(a)
showcases the procedure of learning multiple tasks
that cover both code understanding and generation.
Then, Figure 1(b) illustrates the scenario of using
other PLs with an abundant volume of data1 to en-
hance the one with insufficient examples, which
is similar to multilingual learning in NLP (Üstün
et al., 2022). We describe this procedure of learn-
ing cross-task and cross-language representation
as universal code-related knowledge acquisition.
To be specific, a transferable prefix that plays the
role of “universal-learner” is employed to acquire
and bridge the knowledge of different tasks and PLs
based on continual learning (Chen and Liu, 2018).
This process can be analogous to people learning
different languages and using them in various con-
texts. Once a sufficient amount of knowledge has
been “assimilated” for a particular task, the prefix
will be concatenated to a fresh CodePTM to com-
mence the next phase of training, and so forth. It
is a similar process for cross-language knowledge
acquisition by TransCoder.

In addition, the adaptability of transferable repre-
sentations enables low-resource learning on down-
stream tasks, which can serve as an alternative un-
der extreme data scarcity. Extensive experiments
among several PLs and code-related tasks demon-
strate the effectiveness of TransCoder. Our main
contributions are summarized as follows:

• In this paper, we propose TransCoder, which is
a novel transferable framework for both code
understanding and generation.

1the data includes bimodal data that refer to parallel
data of NL-PL pairs and unimodal stands for pure codes
without NL comments.

• A prefix-based universal learner is presented
to capture general code-related knowledge,
enabling unified transferability and generaliza-
tion. Besides, TransCoder makes it feasible
to drive cross-language code representation
learning that empowers PLs with insufficient
training data to conquer challenging tasks.

• Extensive experiments demonstrate the capa-
bility of TransCoder, which not only boosts re-
ciprocal reinforcement among tasks but also
mitigates the unbalanced data problem.

2. Related Works

Pre-trained Language Models for Code Pre-
trained language models have significantly ad-
vanced performance in a broad spectrum of NLP
tasks. Inspired by the success of Transformer-
based pre-trained models, attempts to apply pre-
training to source code have emerged in recent
years (Xu et al., 2022; Zan et al., 2023). Feng
et al. (2020) first propose CodeBERT, which is
pre-trained on NL-PL pairs in six languages with
masked language modeling (MLM) and replaced
token detection (RTD; Yang et al., 2019) objec-
tives. GraphCodeBERT (Guo et al., 2021) inau-
gurates the utilization of information contained in
the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST), extracting struc-
tural information from source code to enhance pre-
training. PLBART (Ahmad et al., 2021) adapts the
BART architecture and is pre-trained with denois-
ing objectives on Python/Java code data and NL
posts. Builds on the T5 (Raffel et al., 2020) model
architecture, CodeT5 (Wang et al., 2021b, 2023)
is designed to support both code understanding
and generation. It allows for multi-task learning
and considers crucial token types (e.g., identifiers).
UniXcoder (Guo et al., 2022) uses a multi-layer
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Transformer-based model that follows UniLM (Dong
et al., 2019) to utilize mask attention matrices with
prefix adapters. Recently, Nijkamp et al. (2023b,a)
release a family of models across different scales
for program synthesis, filling a gap between larger
and smaller CodePTMs.

Transfer-Learning Over the past few years, there
have been substantial advancements in transfer-
learning techniques within the NLP community,
leading to significant improvements in a wide
range of tasks (Ruder et al., 2019). Transfer-
learning leverages the knowledge contained in re-
lated source domains to enhance target learners’
performance on target domains (Zhuang et al.,
2021). Previous research demonstrates effective
transfer from data-rich source tasks (Phang et al.,
2018), especially for the scenario that reasoning
and inference are required (Pruksachatkun et al.,
2020). When considering various tasks as related,
transfer learning among multitasks has already
shown superior performance compared to single-
task learning (Aghajanyan et al., 2021). Wang et al.
(2021a) employ prompt tuning-based methods to
transfer knowledge across similar NLP tasks for the
purpose of mutual reinforcement. Recently, Vu et al.
(2022) adopt the method of learning a prompt on
one or more source tasks and utilizing it to initialize
the prompt for target tasks.

Continual Learning Continual learning is also
referred to as incremental or lifelong learning (Chen
and Liu, 2018; Rao et al., 2019; Parisi et al., 2019),
which is inspired by the learning process of human
beings. The primary criterion is acquiring knowl-
edge gradually while preventing catastrophic for-
getting (Kirkpatrick et al., 2017) and then applying
the knowledge for future learning. To be specific,
the model undergoes training on multiple tasks or
datasets in a sequential manner in order that re-
member the previous tasks when learning the new
ones. Existing studies on continual learning also
propose combinations of different techniques (Cao
et al., 2021) to reduce the risk of forgetting, as well
as continual pre-training (Sun et al., 2020) that sup-
ports customized training tasks. Recently, such
techniques have been applied to code generation
models through sequential training (Yadav et al.,
2023) and prompting (Razdaibiedina et al., 2023).

3. TransCoder

In this section, we formally present the model archi-
tecture and the universal knowledge acquisition2

2For a more precise understanding, here we clarify
that TransCoder acquires cross-task and cross-language
knowledge by employing continual learning. Our core

process of TransCoder.

3.1. Overview

Bengio et al. (2021) indicates the next stage of
deep learning by comparing current AI approaches
with the learning capabilities of human beings. In
the domain of code intelligence, a recent work (Zhu
et al., 2022) considers human behaviors in read-
ing programs. In this paper, we take a step for-
ward in that TransCoder takes human inherent skills
into account. Like human programmers, the mod-
els have the capacity to learn programming lan-
guages incrementally and enhance their overall
comprehension of codes when being exposed to
related tasks. Specifically, we define the transfer-
able knowledge of code representation learning as
universal code-related knowledge. As is demon-
strated in Figure 2, knowledge prefixes concate-
nated with the CodePTMs play the role of the uni-
versal knowledge provider that bridges different
downstream tasks. The first stage of TransCoder
is Source Tasks Training, acquiring cross-domain
and cross-language knowledge by continual learn-
ing (Sun et al., 2020), which is the core idea that en-
ables CodePTM to “learn coding” like humans. The
second stage is Target Task Specification, which
applies the learned knowledge to new unseen code-
related tasks through prefix concatenation.

3.2. Universal Knowledge Prefix

Inspired by deep prompt-tuning (Li and Liang, 2021;
Liu et al., 2022; Xie et al., 2022; Choi and Lee,
2023), which prepends tunable prefixes to hidden
states at every layer of the transformer-based mod-
els. We employ knowledge prefixes Funi that could
be used to acquire universal code-related knowl-
edge. The knowledge prefixes are then concate-
nated to the CodePTM ψi for both source task train-
ing and target task specification. Precisely, the
prefixes inject universal knowledge into the atten-
tion modules of the CodePTMs, both the prefix and
the knowledge injection procedure would not be
constrained by the model backbone (e.g., CodeT5,
PLBART, CodeGen). Moreover, the prefix further
supports cross-task and cross-language learning
in a unified way: No matter what kinds of tasks we
are tackling or how many languages are involved,
the usage and effectiveness remain the same.

idea is to learn universal knowledge across tasks, not to
learn a better parameter initialization oriented toward few-
shot learning or fast adaptation. Even so, TransCoder
can indeed support low-resource scenarios, as is shown
in Section 3.4 and Section 4.5.
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Code Translation

Clone Detectiondef max(a, b): return b if b > a else a

Returns the maximum of two inputs

Source Task Training Target Task Specification

... ... ...

Defect Detection

Code Summarization

def max(a, b): return a if a = b or a > b else b

defect
non-defect

def max(a, b): return b if b > a else a

int max(int a, int b){return (b>a)?b:a;}

CodePTM

Tunable Prefix

def fib(n): ...def fibonacci(n): ...

Universal Knowledge Prefix

Semantically similar?

Source Task Target Task

Knowledge Injection

Knowledge Acquisition

Knowledge Utilization

Figure 2: An illustration of the architecture of TransCoder. (1) In the source task training stage, tunable
universal knowledge prefixes are first randomly initialized and prepended with a CodePTM (e.g., CodeT5,
PLBART, CodeGen). The whole model is tuned by back-propagation. (2) For the target tasks specification
stage, we prepend these universal knowledge prefixes to a new CodePTM, effectively infusing universal
knowledge into the model. For brevity, we choose a cross-task scenario and use some representative tasks
as illustrations in this figure, which means using the knowledge acquired from code summarization/defect
detection to enhance the performance of code translation/clone detection. The order of tasks or languages
could be rearranged flexibly. (Best viewed in color.)

3.3. Training Procedure
Source Tasks Training. The first stage of
TransCoder is source task training, which aims to
acquire and transfer code-related knowledge to the
universal knowledge prefix. We define a task that
provides universal code-related knowledge as a
source task3

t, and the collection of k source tasks
as T . For code summarization that has six differ-
ent PLs, we “break” it into six independent source
tasks. L ikely, the task of code translation between
C# and Java is defined as two source tasks as
well. We note their training data as source data
D(t). Figure 1(a) gives an intuitive understanding
of source task training. Similarly, Figure 1(b) pro-
vides a straightforward illustration of using tasks in
other programming languages for universal knowl-
edge acquisition and then supporting target tasks.

Universal Knowledge Acquisition. Algorithm 1
briefly describes how TransCoder acquires code-
related universal knowledge. The inner loop em-
ploys the strategy of continual learning (Sun et al.,
2020). For each task t sampled from T , the trainer
uses back-propagation to optimize the entire model
with the cross-entropy loss. In this process, both
the parameters of the knowledge prefix and the
CodePTM ψi are updated by the back-propagation.
The outer loop ensures the knowledge prefix “ab-
sorbs” sufficient universal knowledge through e
epochs of source task training. In each epoch, the
trainer will iterate through all of the source tasks.

3For the code summarization task, the training data
for each source task corresponds to a sub-dataset of
CodeSearchNet dataset partitioned by different program-
ming languages.

Algorithm 1 Source Tasks Training
Input: Source task t, Universal knowledge pre-

fix Funi, Universal knowledge θ, Task-specific
model ft , CodePTM ψi

Output: Updated universal knowledge: θ
1: function Trainer(Funi,θ,ft,ψi)
2: Randomly initialize θ
3: for each epoch e do
4: for each task i in t do
5: Adaptive sample data batch D(i)

from source tasks.
6: Get lossi ← L(fi(Funi(θ), ψi))
7: Update universal knowledge and

CodePTM model parameters:
θ, ψi ← θ, ψi − αgradθ,ψi

lossi
8: end for
9: end for

10: end function

In practice, we first randomly select a source task
t from available tasks and then sample a batch
from the task’s training data D(t). The knowledge
prefix Funi first holds random knowledge θ0 , i.e.,
initialized with random parameters. During source
task training:

T0⋯TkÌ ÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÐ ÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒ Î
θ0 ⟶ θ1 → ⋯ → θe−1 → θe

Each transition refers to the trainer iterating
through all the k source tasks in one epoch. During
this procedure, the knowledge prefix Funi will be
moved to a new CodePTM whenever a new task
comes, as is shown in Figure 2. After e epochs
of training, Funi captures enough universal code-
related knowledge among different tasks or PLs.
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Source Data Sampling. In source task training,
we are aware that the training sample sizes of each
source task might vary considerably. Learning di-
rectly from these datasets would make the universal
knowledge prefix biased toward tasks with large
datasets. Thus, we employ an “Adaptive Sam-
pling” strategy. When TransCoder samplesM train-
ing data from D(1),D(2),⋯,D(M), instead of ran-
domly selecting training samples, it employs strati-
fied sampling where training instances are selected
with the probability proportional to the dataset dis-
tribution P (D(k)):

P (D(k)) = log ∣D(k)∣ + δ

∑M

k̃=1 log ∣D(k̃)∣ + δ
, (1)

where δ > 0 is the smoothing factor. This strategy
results in the over-sampling of small datasets and
the under-sampling of large datasets.

Target Task Specification. This is the second
stage of TransCoder. As is detailed in Algorithm 1,
the universal knowledge acquired in source task
training grants us knowledge prefixes that could
be concatenated to new CodePTMs. It enhances
the target task’s performance by injecting code-
related knowledge θe by prefix Funi. Figure 2 gives
an example of utilizing universal knowledge to en-
hance target tasks. The CodePTM with the uni-
versal knowledge prefix is trained together in this
stage for downstream adaptation.

3.4. Learning under Low-resource
Scenarios

Apart from learning from the full dataset, the uni-
versal knowledge acquired from source tasks in-
nately enables TransCoder to conduct code-related
tasks under low-resource scenarios. This capa-
bility is instrumental in enhancing performance
across tasks involving less common languages
(e.g., Ruby), where available data is a fraction com-
pared to prevailing ones, and aids in processing
new, less-resourced languages.

Under this setting, both the source tasks training
algorithm and data sampling strategy are identical
to Algorithm 1 and Equation 1 respectively. How-
ever, in the target task specification stage, we only
need to utilize 5% - 20% data for downstream adap-
tion. The settings are detailed in section 4.5.

4. Experiments

In this section, we demonstrate the performance
of TransCoder on cross-task and cross-language
code representation learning, including the sce-
nario of learning from inadequate data. We aim to
answer the research questions (RQs) listed below
with our results and analysis.

• RQ1: Through learning transferable knowl-
edge, can TransCoder boost mutual enhance-
ment on code downstream tasks?

• RQ2: To what extent can TransCoder help pro-
gramming languages with small sample sizes
to get better results on complex tasks?

• RQ3: Under low-resource scenarios, to what
extent can TransCoder surpass fine-tuning?
Additionally, is TransCoder capable of match-
ing the model fine-tuned on the whole dataset?

4.1. Tasks and Languages
We conduct our experiments on four code represen-
tation learning tasks from the CodeXGLUE bench-
mark (Lu et al., 2021) that can be divided into code
understanding and code generation. All dataset
statistics are available in Appendix A.
Code Generation. For code generation tasks,
code summarization (Alon et al., 2019) aims to
generate natural language comments for the given
code snippet in a different programming language.
We use the CodeSearchNet dataset for the exper-
iment, Additionally, we can observe a huge gap
between the data volume of Java and Ruby.

The second code generation task is code trans-
lation (Nguyen et al., 2015; Rozière et al., 2020).
This task involves translating a code snippet from
one programming language to another. Compared
with the data volume of code summarization, this
task has fewer available training samples.
Code Understanding. Code understanding
tasks evaluate models’ capability of understanding
code semantics and their relationships. Clone
detection (Svajlenko et al., 2014; Mou et al., 2016)
measures the similarity between two code snippets.
Defect detection (Zhou et al., 2019) seeks to pre-
dict whether the source code contains vulnerability
to software systems. In our experiment, we use
the BigCloneBench dataset in Java language and
Devign dataset in C language.

4.2. Experimental Setup
Backbone Models. In our experiments, we
employ the following CodePTMs with different
scales and architectures as backbone models
to verify the efficacy of our approach: CodeT5-
base (Wang et al., 2021b), PLBART-base (Ahmad
et al., 2021), CodeGen (Nijkamp et al., 2023b) 4,
and CodeT5+ (Wang et al., 2023) 5.

4https://huggingface.co/Salesforce/
codegen-350M-multi

5https://huggingface.co/Salesforce/
codet5p-770m

https://huggingface.co/Salesforce/codegen-350M-multi
https://huggingface.co/Salesforce/codegen-350M-multi
https://huggingface.co/Salesforce/codet5p-770m
https://huggingface.co/Salesforce/codet5p-770m
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Methods
CLS2Trans Sum2Trans CLS2Sum Trans2Sum Sum2CLS Trans2CLS

BLEU EM BLEU EM BLEU BLEU Clone
F1

Defect
Acc

Clone
F1

Defect
Acc

CodeT5
Fine-Tuning 81.63 65.80 81.63 65.80 19.56 19.56 94.97 64.35 94.97 64.35
TransCoder 81.43 67.00 82.12 68.20 20.39 19.77 93.70 66.58 95.39 66.36
PLBART
Fine-Tuning 78.17 62.70 78.17 62.70 17.93 17.93 92.85 62.27 92.85 62.27
TransCoder 76.00 63.40 74.50 56.00 18.62 18.25 92.28 64.58 92.91 64.98
CodeGen
Fine-Tuning 82.45 64.79 82.05 63.59 18.37 18.37 93.61 63.15 93.61 63.15
TransCoder 84.05 65.65 81.78 64.87 19.47 20.14 94.91 65.79 94.45 65.79
CodeT5+
Fine-Tuning 83.97 63.91 83.97 67.41 20.15 20.15 95.14 66.71 95.14 66.70
TransCoder 85.02 65.77 84.56 69.85 21.87 21.56 96.08 69.71 96.60 68.94

Table 1: The performance on the code cross-task learning with four backbones.

Experimental Details. All the experiments cov-
ered in this paper are conducted on a Linux server
with 4 interconnected NVIDIA RTX 3090 GPUs.
The model is trained with the Adam (Kingma and
Ba, 2015) optimizer with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999. For
the source tasks training, we set epoch e as 2 for
all cross-language knowledge acquisition. And for
the cross-task part, epoch e is set as 2/6/6 for using
code summarization, code understanding (clone
detection and defect detection), and code transla-
tion as source tasks respectively.

Regarding hyperparameter settings, we adhere
to the configurations established by Husain et al.
(2019) and Nijkamp et al. (2023b) for different tasks
to bolster the fairness of our comparative analysis.

Evaluations. The code translation task between
C# and Java is evaluated on the averaged BLEU-
4 scores (Papineni et al., 2002) and Exact Match
(EM). For code summarization, we report the aver-
age of TransCoder’s performance with smoothed
BLEU-4 (Lin and Och, 2004) metrics on six pro-
gramming language tasks. At last, two code un-
derstanding tasks: clone detection and defect de-
tection are evaluated on F1 score and accuracy
respectively.

4.3. Main Results
Effectiveness of Cross-Tasks Scenario. Ta-
ble 1 shows the main experiment result of cross-
task code representation learning by TransCoder.
Due to the space limit, we abbreviated the name
of different cross-task scenarios in the form of
<Source>2<Target>. For instance, “CLS2Trans”
refers to using two classification tasks (clone de-
tection and defect detection) as source tasks and
then selecting code translation as the target task.
Similarly, “Trans2Sum” means employing Java →

C# and C# → Java translation as source tasks, and
choosing code summarization as the target task.

From these experimental results regarding differ-
ent source tasks and target tasks, we make the fol-
lowing observations. 1) Learning with TransCoder
improves the overall performance of each code
downstream task when using different backbones.
2) Regardless of the source tasks involved, target
tasks with smaller training sample sizes are most
benefited from TransCoder. e.g., there exists a
notable improvement in defect detection (with a
modest sample size) in all combinations of back-
bones and source tasks. 3) Performance gains
are evident across different backbones, with ex-
periments on the CodeT5 series showing superior
performance compared to other models of similar
size. We hold the view that this phenomenon could
be attributed to the distinct pre-training corpora:
CodeT5 incorporates the CodeSearchNet (CSN)
dataset, whereas PLBART and CodeGen do not.
The universal knowledge is extracted from the bi-
modal part of the CSN dataset to a large extent,
which innately aligns the inherent knowledge and
grants a smoother learning process.

Effectiveness on Cross-Languages Scenario.
For the community, there is a significant gap be-
tween the data volume of Java and Ruby. The latter
only has < 15% of the former’s available training
sample size. Other languages like JavaScript also
have a certain degree of data scarcity compared
to Java or Python. This is another scenario where
TransCoder proves to be useful.

Table 2 demonstrates the main results of cross-
language learning by applying TransCoder. We
observe that 1) The overall performance of summa-
rizing code for different programming languages is
enhanced. 2) Different languages get various levels
of performance increase with the aid of TransCoder
in code summarization. It is worth noticing that lan-
guages with relatively smaller training sample sizes
are most benefited from our method.

Specifically, the performance on summarizing
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Settings Ruby JavaScript Go Python Java PHP Overall
CodeT5
Fine-Tuning 15.24 16.21 19.53 19.90 20.34 26.12 19.56
TransCoder 16.88 18.45 20.40 20.17 21.28 27.28 20.74
PLBART
Fine-Tuning 13.97 14.13 18.10 19.33 18.50 23.56 17.93
TransCoder 15.32 15.00 18.67 19.27 19.44 23.52 18.54
CodeGen
Fine-Tuning 13.48 16.54 18.09 18.31 19.41 24.41 18.37
TransCoder 15.93 19.92 19.64 20.41 21.02 26.12 20.51
CodeT5+
Fine-Tuning 15.63 17.93 19.64 20.47 20.83 26.39 20.15
TransCoder 18.09 20.12 20.79 21.93 22.10 27.65 21.78

Table 2: Comparison between cross-language learning by TransCoder and full fine-tuning, using four
backbone models with varying scales.

JavaScript code is significantly higher than the
baseline, and Ruby also has a notable improve-
ment. This phenomenon is in line with our ex-
pectation that universal code-related knowledge
can compensate for the shortcomings of smaller
sample sizes. Furthermore, as the model size in-
creases, the capacity to memorize and utilize uni-
versal knowledge is enhanced, leading to signifi-
cant improvements across all languages.

4.4. Further Analysis
Ablation Study. Using the knowledge prefix to
absorb and transfer knowledge from different kinds
of code-related tasks is one of the key ideas of
TransCoder. Here we conduct an ablation study to
understand the effect of using knowledge prefixes.
We employed a prefix with random knowledge θ0,
i.e., with randomly initialized parameters to verify
the effectiveness of the universal knowledge acqui-
sition process on source tasks.

As is illustrated in Table 3. We observe that using
the prefix with random knowledge brings worse per-
formance on both two kinds of knowledge transfer,
particularly in defect detection. This further proves
the capability of knowledge prefixes to leverage
crucial information of code.

Methods
Sum2CLS Trans2CLS

Clone
F1

Defect
Acc

Clone
F1

Defect
Acc

CodeT5
Random Knowl. 92.38 60.76 93.68 60.29
Universal Knowl. 93.70 66.58 95.39 66.36
PLBART
Random Knowl. 90.96 61.02 91.15 61.64
Universal Knowl. 92.28 64.58 92.91 64.98

Table 3: Ablation study of the effectiveness of uni-
versal code-related knowledge.

We also evaluate the effectiveness of universal

code-related knowledge by observing the source
task training process. Figure 3 indicates that with
the help of TransCoder, the model can converge
faster and reach a new optimum on an unseen code
understanding task.
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Figure 3: Comparison of defect detection task be-
tween fine-tuning and TransCoder with the knowl-
edge of code summarization (PLBART backbone).

Advantages over Sequential Fine-Tuning.
TransCoder leverages transferable knowledge
across different languages and tasks to aid the
learning of unseen new tasks. We compare it with
straightforward sequential fine-tuning to further
demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach.

Methods
Sum2CLS CLS2Trans

Clone
F1

Defect
Acc BLEU EM CB

CodeGen
Sequential Tuning 93.04 64.89 83.39 64.12 84.49
TransCoder 94.91 65.79 84.05 65.65 86.02
CodeT5+
Sequential Tuning 94.21 68.02 84.41 62.74 85.74
TransCoder 96.08 69.70 85.02 65.77 87.97

Table 4: Ablation study of the effectiveness of uni-
versal code-related knowledge. CB: CodeBLEU.
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Settings Ruby JavaScript Go Python Java PHP Overall
5% Data
Fine-Tuning 13.96 14.68 18.04 18.30 18.74 23.42 17.86
TransCoder 14.21 15.14 19.16 19.36 18.23 23.68 18.30
10% Data
Fine-Tuning 15.22 15.12 19.06 19.20 19.32 24.95 18.81
TransCoder 16.05 16.63 20.21 20.07 20.48 26.20 19.94
20% Data
Fine-Tuning 15.23 16.01 19.44 19.91 20.38 25.51 19.41
TransCoder 16.11 17.25 20.28 20.11 20.73 26.96 20.24

Table 5: Varying degrees of low-resource cross-language learning by TransCoder, using code summariza-
tion and CodeT5 backbone for evaluation.
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Figure 4: Employing different source tasks train-
ing order when utilizing CodeT5 backbone. Four
Roman numerals denote four distinct, randomly de-
termined sequences of source tasks.

As shown in Table 4, TransCoder significantly
outperforms the direct sequential learning of differ-
ent tasks. This highlights the advantage of infusing
knowledge through a universal knowledge prefix.

Stability of TransCoder. To assess the potential
oscillation in performance due to the training se-
quence of source tasks, we perform experiments
on the training sequence of source tasks. We train
our universal knowledge prefix for cross-language
learning in various orders. The results, visualized
in Figure 4, clearly indicate minimal variation in
the final performance metrics, and problems like
“catastrophic forgetting” do not occur. This also
verifies the effectiveness of our adaptive sampling
strategy that prevents the knowledge prefix from
being over-reliant on certain tasks.

Additional comparative experiments on other
backbones and more case studies presented in
Appendix B.

4.5. Low-resource Scenarios
As stated in section 3.4, TransCoder is also capa-
ble of conducting code-related downstream tasks

under low-resource settings. To verify our claim,
we conduct experiments on code summarization,
which is the most challenging task for code repre-
sentation learning. In the experiment, whenever
we specify a language as the target task of code
summarization, we provide the knowledge of five
other languages to TransCoder as source tasks.

Table 5 demonstrates the main results of apply-
ing TransCoder to three different scenarios, which
only use 5%, 10%, and 20% of the CodeSearch-
Net (Husain et al., 2019) bimodal data6 for summa-
rizing code across six programming languages.

It is clear that TransCoder significantly surpasses
fine-tuning under the same availability of data in
most cases. Moreover, we only require 10% of
the data to approximate the performance of model
tuning on the whole dataset for each language. Be-
sides, by utilizing 20% of the data, the performance
of code summarization can significantly surpass
fine-tuning the model on the whole dataset. Addi-
tionally, it is worth noticing that the major improve-
ment in code summarization still comes from Ruby
and JavaScript, which further confirms that acquir-
ing knowledge from languages with rich corpus can
aid subsequent learning from the ones with modest
sizes. Consequently, TransCoder emerges as a
practical tool for bridging the gap in language mod-
els’ proficiency across programming languages of
varying corpus richness and availability.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed TransCoder, which
is a unified transfer learning framework for both
code understanding and generation. We draw in-
spiration from 1) how human beings learn to write
codes that the difficulty of learning the next pro-
gramming language decreases with the aid of pre-
vious efforts and experience, and 2) learning multi-
ple code-related tasks will deepen the understand-

6For a fair comparison, we sample the training data
from CodeSearchNet at the same specified rate for all
languages.
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ing of the programming domain. TransCoder em-
ploys a two-stage learning strategy that 1) in the
source task training stage, our proposed knowledge
prefix will absorb universal code-related knowl-
edge through continual learning among various
tasks. 2) in the target task specification stage, the
model will be benefited from the prepared knowl-
edge and utilize it to learn new target tasks. Ex-
tensive evaluations of prevailing backbones and
benchmarks demonstrate that TransCoder signif-
icantly enhances the performance of a series of
code-related tasks among several programming
languages. Moreover, further analysis shows that
our method can drive PTMs to conduct downstream
tasks under low-resource scenarios, while concur-
rently mitigating computational overhead. We hold
the view that TransCoder serves as not only a sig-
nificant stride towards optimizing performance on
established tasks but also a catalyst for advancing
the application of neural code intelligence within
less-resourced programming languages.

Limitations and Ethical Consideration

Limitations. The limitations of our work are
shown below:

• We primarily rely on the CodeXGLUE Bench-
mark Dataset (Lu et al., 2021) to evaluate the
effectiveness of our method. We hold the view
that incorporating more code corpora with di-
versity, e.g., BigQuery7, can further exploit the
benefits of TransCoder and extend it to more
tasks and languages.

• Due to the limited computational resources,
our experiments mainly rely on models with
encoder-decoder and decoder-only architec-
ture for both code understanding and gener-
ation tasks. We leave experiments based on
other CodePTMs with encoder-only (Kanade
et al., 2020; Feng et al., 2020) architecture as
future works.

• Owing to constraints in data availability, we
assess TransCoder’s efficacy under low-
resource scenarios by employing a sub-
sampling technique on the existing dataset.
A more comprehensive evaluation involving
less commonly used programming languages
in the real world remains a prospect for future
endeavors.

Ethical Considerations. The contribution in this
paper, TransCoder, is fully methodological. Our
approach focuses on a new learning framework

7https://console.cloud.google.com/
marketplace/details/github/github-repos

for code-related downstream applications, which
encourages mutual reinforcement between tasks
and languages. It can be applied to a series of sce-
narios, e.g., low-resource and sample imbalance.
Therefore, this contribution would be beneficial to
the NLP community and has no direct negative
social / ethical impacts.
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A. Dataset Statistics

Language Training Dev Testing
Go 167,288 7,325 8,122
Java 164,923 5,183 10,955
JavaScript 58,025 3,885 3,291
PHP 241,241 12,982 14,014
Python 251,820 13,914 14,918
Ruby 24,927 1,400 1,261

Table 7: CodeSearchNet (Husain et al., 2019) data
statistics for the code summarization task.

Dataset Language Training Dev Testing
CodeTrans Java - C# 10,300 500 1,000

Table 8: CodeTrans (Nguyen et al., 2015) datasets
statistics for code translation task.

Dataset Language Training Dev Testing
BigCloneBench Java 900K 416K 416K
Devign C 21K 2.7K 2.7K

Table 9: BigCloneBench (Svajlenko et al., 2014)
and Devign (Zhou et al., 2019) datasets statistics
for Clone detection and Defect Detection tasks.

B. Case Analysis

Figure 5 demonstrates the effectiveness of univer-
sal code-related knowledge when using CodeT5
as the backbone model.
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Figure 5: Comparison between TransCoder (with
code understanding knowledge) and fine-tuning on
summarizing Java code based on CodeT5 back-
bone.

It is clear that, through involving TransCoder, the
loss function can be further optimized on the train-
ing set.

C. Details of Code Summarization

Due to the space limit, we report the overall perfor-
mance for code summarization in section 4.3. The
details of summarizing code snippets of six different
programming languages based on two backbone
CodePTMs are given in Table 6.

D. Hyperparameters Settings

The hyperparameters for model fine-tuning (base-
lines) and TransCoder are listed in 10 and Table 11.

https://openreview.net/forum?id=6lE4dQXaUcb
https://openreview.net/forum?id=6lE4dQXaUcb
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Methods Ruby JavaScript Go Python Java PHP Overall
CodeT5
Fine-Tuning 15.24 16.21 19.53 19.90 20.34 26.12 19.56
CLS2Sum 16.62 16.54 20.67 20.07 22.41 26.03 20.39
Trans2Sum 15.88 16.30 19.99 19.81 20.63 26.03 19.77
PLBART
Fine-Tuning 13.97 14.13 18.10 19.33 18.50 23.56 17.93
CLS2Sum 16.12 14.40 18.86 19.30 19.31 23.70 18.62
Trans2Sum 14.72 14.11 18.51 19.35 19.31 23.51 18.25

Table 6: Trans2Sum and CLS2Sum

Hyperparameter value
Batch Size 8,16
Learning Rate {8e-6, 2e-5}
Max Source Length {256, 320, 512}
Max Target Length {3, 128, 256, 512}
Epoch {2, 30, 50, 100}

Table 10: Hyperparameters for fine-tuning

Hyperparameter value
Batch Size 8,16,32
Learning Rate {2e-5, 1e-4, 5e-4}
Prefix Length 32
Source Train Epoch {2, 4, 6}
Target Train Epoch {2, 30, 50, 100}
Smoothing Factor δ {0.5, 1}

Table 11: Hyperparameters for TransCoder
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